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business information from a
joint and balanced perspective.

The CURE for Cabin Interiors
“I had hair back when I started,” jokes Don Loughran of his long stint as part
of American’s CURE team. Which is ironic given that most AA employees
don’t even know about the CURE program’s existence, much less that it’s
been around for more than 25 years.
CURE, which stands for Cabin Upgrade Refurbishment Effort, is a
collaborative program started back in the late 1970s, when American was
converting aircraft acquired from Pan Am to AA configurations. “Airplanes
have become much more complex over the years,” says Loughran, a DFWbased Flight Attendant and former Flight Service Procedures Analyst. “Yet
there hasn’t always been a lot of communication between the departments
that deal with them.” Thus the impetus behind the program was the sharing
of knowledge and experience between the Aircraft Maintenance Technicians
(AMTs) and engineers who work on the planes and the flight attendants who
work in them, with the goal of improving cabin appearance and performance,
and, ultimately, customer satisfaction.
“That’s our office,” says Chicago-based Flight Attendant Joyce Adkins,
“Unlike the AMTs, we’re on the planes with the passengers for hours on end,
so we see firsthand what the passengers’ needs and wants are and the things
they have to deal with.” And as one of the 16 flight attendant members of the
CURE team, it’s Adkins’ job to pass that information along to the Maintenance
and Engineering (M&E) department so that what’s broken can be fixed, what’s
missing can be replaced, and what’s dirty can be cleaned.

Maintenance C check in progress
CURE reps Don Loughran and Joyce Adkins evaluate the cabin interior condition of a 777

How does the CURE Flight
Attendant team work with M&E
Line stations and Bases?
•C
 omplete cabin appearance
scorecards on aircraft following
B checks
• Partner with the AMTs and
review 767s and 777s prior to
release from C check in AFW
and Tulsa
• Attend Product Team Meetings
to address issues affecting
dependability, report cabin
maintenance trends and act
as the “Eyes and Ears” of the
Customer

Keeping Score
CURE members like Loughran and Adkins convey that information through a
scorecard that evaluates a variety of interior issues. The scorecard is completed
when a CURE member attends either a specific plane’s FAA-required B check
(a routine inspection done every 45 days or 500-600 flying hours, depending
on fleet type) or C check (a more thorough inspection performed every 16
months to 3 years, depending on fleet type and flying hours, in which the
plane is totally stripped down).
“The point of CURE is to help the AMTs see the plane through the eyes of
the customer,” says Mike Smith, a manager with AA’s Customer Experience
team, who started with AA as an AMT. “So when a CURE rep arrives, they may
have the AMT sit in the seat, use the tray table, etc., and then ask them if as
a paying customer they would be happy with the way things are.” The CURE
member will also do their own check of the interior, looking for things like frayed
curtains, empty seatback pockets, and loose side panels, which are then ranked
and noted on the CURE scorecard.
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Another important aspect of a
CURE member’s job is to be
there for the shakedowns, the
final check done before American
signs off on the delivery of a new
aircraft. “Southwest lets Boeing do
the shakedowns themselves,” says
AA flight attendant and longtime
CURE member Joyce Adkins. “But
before we take delivery of a $40
million to $150 million aircraft,
we prefer to have AA staff review
it.” During a shakedown, the
CURE reps have a more detailed
procedure they follow.
“We look at everything down to
the tiniest scratch,” says Adkins.
“We actually go on the test flight,
too, and take it up to 39,000
feet. Because what works on the
ground might not work in the air.”
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Shifting Priorities
With safety as their top priority, AMTs are trained to first address any issues
dealing with flight safety and then fix cosmetic items. “After 9/11, the airline
was trying to survive financially, and M&E was only fixing cabin interior items
when they were broken,” notes Smith. “Now we’re trying to undo that mentality.
And that’s why we need the outside presence of the CURE team to reinforce the
image of the customer in the AMT’s mind.” So where once a functioning, but
unsightly and worn, armrest would be ignored, it will now be replaced.
“Another important feature of the CURE team is to help the AMTs prioritize
the time they have with the aircraft,” says Smith. “They help the AMTs
understand what will have the biggest effect on the passengers.”
This renewed attention to detail, and the partnership that is helping bring
it about, is obviously paying off. Not only have the scores on the CURE
team’s checklists been steadily improving over time, but the effects can
also be seen in customer satisfaction surveys. CURE team efforts have even
been known to impact things like on-time departure.
Don Loughran recalls an example: “M&E doesn’t see things fail as much
as we do, so CURE reps have begun attending monthly product team
meetings, at which they go around the system and look at the top issues of
the day. One of those issues is always how to minimize delays, and on the
777s, one of the most common delays is related to leaking coffeemakers.”
So CURE recommended a change to the way the planes’ potable water,
which feeds the coffeemakers, is serviced—a change that has resulted in
fewer delays across the 777 class.

Building Relationships
Even with such positive results, one might
wonder how the AMTs and engineers feel,
not only about the CURE reps being on
their turf, but about having to do more
with the same amount of time. “They
may have been a little gun shy initially,”
says Loughran, “but that’s only because
they didn’t know what to expect. They
now realize we’re simply there to back up
the passengers, and they get that.”
“We reassure the AMTs that the
CURE program isn’t about checking up
on them,” says Smith. “They may use
scorecards, but it’s not a report card on
the AMTs, but rather a report card on the
condition of the fleet.”

Members of the Flight Attendant CURE Team

“CURE members have always been welcome to the bases and stations,”
adds SFO Crew Chief Richard Thompson, who agrees that AMTs realize the
value of the program. “It’s about the customers’ experience, about what
they see when flying on an American Airlines plane.”
“I’m impressed by the quality and integrity of the AMTs,” says Joyce
Adkins, noting how in so many cases they go above and beyond the call of
duty. Mike Smith is quick to commend the CURE reps as well. “I give them
credit for understanding the AMTs and the restrictions of their job,” he says.
“They’re creating positive relationships all around.”

